Abstract-Elliptic Curve Method (ECM) is a well-known method for factoring integers, which is usually used in the Number Field Sieve algorithm as a subroutine for factoring smaller integers than the targeted one. ECM is called many times and can be executed in parallel for different inputs. This method mainly consist of simple operations on elliptic curves. Thus, ECM is suitable for hardware implementations that can efficiently reduce computational time. This work describes a new, improved FPGA-based hardware accelerator for ECM, designed for large scale computations. Our accelerator can operate with an on board ARM processor or with an external host computer. This design can factor several numbers at once and can be easily ported to various FPGA boards. Different methods for improving results (e.g. the use of DSP blocks, cacheregisters, reorganizing instruction order) are described and their performance is analyzed. As a result, one of the fastest hardware ECM units is achieved.
I. INTRODUCTION
F ACTORIZATION is one of the main hard problems used in construction of cryptosystems. One of the most known and the most popular cryptosystem based on factorization problem is RSA. To the present day, several algorithms for factoring integers have been developed and used in various cases. The best algorithm for factoring integers with large factors used in RSA is Generalized Number Field Sieve (GNFS) [2] . This method require to factor a lot of smaller numbers in one of the main steps of the algorithm and the Elliptic Curve Method can be efficiently used for this. ECM performs many operations on a small data, requiring little memory and can be run many times in parallel with the same probability of factoring chosen number. Thus, special purpose hardware can efficiently improve overall factorization time. In this paper an improved architecture of a hardware accelerator for factoring integers with Elliptic Curve Method (ECM) is presented. Analysis of previous architecture is included and detected weaknesses are described with potential improvements. At the end, influences of several changes in initial design are compared, with the best result more than three times better than previously reported in literature.
II. ELLIPTIC CURVE METHOD
The ECM was proposed by H.W. Lenstra [1] (called Phase 1) in late 80's and its principles are based on Pollard (p-1) method. Later, ECM was extended and improved by Brent [3] and Montgomery [4] (called Phase 2).
Let choose a field K with characteristic different from 2 and 3. The elliptic curve E A,B is the set of points (X, Y ) ∈ K such that
where A, B ∈ K and 4A 3 + 27B 2 = 0 with a special point O E = (0 : 1 : 0) called a "point at infinity".
For more efficient computer implementation, Montgomery's form of elliptic curve is recommended due to lack of number inversion computation. Montgomery's form can be obtained from Weierstrass form presented above by following change of the variables
. Homogeneous form of this curve is:
with the triple (x : y : z) represents the point (x/z : y/z) in affine coordinates. Projective coordinates of curve in Montgomery's form allow all intermediate computations to be performed using only x and z coordinate. The y coordinate can be retrived from two others coordinates, but is not necessary in ECM algorithm. Let q be an unknown factor of N -the number being factorized. The ECM starts with randomly selecting an elliptic curve E a,b and a random point on it. Computations are performed modulo the number N , as if Z/nZ was a field. First step of computations can be done just once. In this step, product of all prime numbers and its powers is computed. Most time consuming operation is done in second step, where scalar multiplication of chosen point by computed product is performed. In the last step, greatest common divisor of resulted z coordinate and a factorized N is computed. Pseudocode for ECM is shown in Listing 1. 
A. Complexity of the ECM
The complexity of ECM is sub-exponential and is described as:
where M (log n) is the complexity of multiplication mod n. First part depends only on factors of the chosen integer.
The only way to speed up computations is to execute point multiplication as fast as possible, so basically what this paper is about.
III. INITIAL DESIGN
The initial design was proposed in [8] . The main idea of that hardware accelerator is to spread as many as possible autonomous ECM units in one FPGA chip. The ECM units have Harvard architecture with separable instruction list and data memory. Design can be described in three levels. First of them, the top level, describe FPGA device and interconnections between main modules and external components. Lower level is about design of ECM unit, interconnections between memory, controllers and arithmetic modules. The last level describes architecture and algorithms used in modules building the ECM unit (modular multipliers, adders, controller). Connected PC is used for random curves sampling and for last stage of the algorithm, the gcd computation. It is done in this way to maximize logic usage and simplify chip design. Many independent ECM units allow better clock signal distribution. FPGA is responsible only for point multiplication over elliptic curve.
B. ECM level
Every ECM unit is equipped with internal memory, memory controller, microprocessor and 4 arithmetic units (two for modular multiplication, one for addition and subtraction) as shown in 2. During initialization, every ECM unit need random elliptic curve and random point over this curve. Provided curves should be in Montgomery form and every coordinate should be converted to Montgomery domain [5] .
The memory controller is responsible for communicating with two way memory bank. Loaded data words are concatenated and put into bus registers. This controller has also internal semaphore table for preventing data override during parallel execution and additional table for storing result address of computed data.
The main controller has ROM memory for instruction and can execute simple commands. Every instruction takes two memory addresses for data input and one address for writing result. There are 5 instructions:
• ADD -instruction used for addition • SUB -used for subtraction • MULA-multiplication by first unit • MULB-multiplication by second unit • LOADN-modulus read from memory These instructions can be used to replace computation path with computations over Edwards curves by simply reprogramming the ROM table.
The ECM unit is equipped with two modular multiplication unit which allow faster point multiplication. This idea was taken from [6] .The computation flow for point doubling and addition in Montgomery form ( [5] ) is shown in Table I ) and uses two multipliers in parallel.
C. Module level
Modular multiplication is the most time consuming operation. During every point doubling/addition it is performed 11 times and this number can be reduced to 10. To obtain the lower number of multiplications one coordinate of P 0 must be chosen arbitrarily to simplify computations by selecting z P0 = z P −Q = 1. Thus, use of two modular multipliers can increase total throughput. For multiplication, logic based algorithm [7] was used. The aim of that was to have design capable to be deployed on low cost devices without enough DSP modules. This also save logic required for routing to these modules in designs with high percentage of logic usage. Implemented algorithm perform modular multiplication of n -bit numbers in Montgomery form in n clock cycles. Modular reduction in Montgomery's domain is based on efficient hardware bit shift operation and was chosen due to very good performance. 
D. Comparision
Basic parameters of this design are shown in Table II in comparison with other results reported earlier in literature. The design was compiled for low cost Altera DE1-SOC board equipped with Cyclone VCSEMA5F31C6 FPGA and for high end Stratix IV targeted for high performance computing.
IV. ANALYSIS AND IMPROVEMENTS
The reported results for initial design are very competitive. However, deep analysis of proposed solution indicates several bottlenecks which may be improved to achieve much better performance. Fig. 3 shows data dependency graph for point multiplication. Every arrow represents memory read operation and circles are the arithmetic operations with result write to memory. Memory controller is capable only to read from memory to one register at once which result in doubling the same operation. Moreover, data is loaded almost immediately after being write to memory in several cases.
A. Memory improvements
Analysis of the simulation diagrams proved that memory operations give one of the biggest slowdown on design. Every arithmetic operation needs two load operations of operands (which is done by sequential memory loads, concatenated at the end) and one write operation of result, done in similar manner. For 192-bit length numbers and 32-bit size memory, communication overhead takes around 20 clock cycles for one operation.
Simple solution for this problem is to increase memory base size to decrease this overhead. Increasing memory base size from 32-bits to 128-bits can decrease the number of memory calls from 21 to 6 clock cycles. Size of the design increase slightly with this improvements, further called opt1.
On the other hand, situation when one variable is loaded twice in a row or written and read in next step is very common. The first issue can be solved by expanding instruction set by load instruction for two operands at once. Several cases when the same data is loaded for two arithmetic units can be improved by splitting arithmetic instructions for more atomic operations. Instead one arithmetic instruction, where attributes are addresses in memory, we use load to register instructions and execute arithmetic operation instruction (without any arguments). .
The second issue needs additional cache registers for temporary results. Adding these registers slightly increases design size, but offered overall performance by FPGA chip is improved. With this change it is possible to replace order list. New orders can be more atomic. With atomic instructions the program size increase, but there is no need in memory controller to be responsible for parallel data access. 4 temporary registers were added to design. With these registers and with direct result to input operation, memory usage is limited only to load first coordinates for first bit of ladder and load one coordinate (a 24 ) for every bit. The intermediate results can be stored in these 4 additional temporary registers or can be directly passed to input of another arithmetic unit. The saved memory can be used in Phase 2 to store more pre computation results and improvements from opt1 are less significant in overall result and are not included in this design, called opt2 Instructions have no longer the same format. Arithmetic instructions are not taking any arguments, they operate on data provided to special input registers loaded earlier. Extended instruction set with description is shown in Table III   TABLE III  EXTENDED INSTRUCTION After memory operation optimization and with the new instruction set, data computation graph is changed. Fig. 4 presents improved data computation graph. All coordinates loaded from memory are marked by gray color and correspond to first improvement. Second improvement is presented with red circles marking data loaded for different modules in one load operation. Double loads for integer squaring or doubling are marked by one pointer. Values stored in temporary registers are marked with dots.
B. Multiplication unit replacement
The other way to increase number of checked elliptic curves is to speed-up multiplication computation. The modular multiplication based on logic gates takes n clock cycles and to decrease this number DSP multiplication algorithms should be used. Algorithm for modular Montgomery multiplication proposed by Itoh [9] was selected. Multiplier is parametrized by radix and multiplication is performed in n 2 steps, where: n = number length radix Optimal selection of radix is crucial for overall performance. Bigger radix needs more DSP (Digital Signal Processing) blocks used for integer multiplication. The size of multiplier (in Logic Elements) increase as increase the number of DSP blocks needed, because of longer paths used to route signals to these blocks. The best results have been achieved for radix 32, requiring only 3 DSP blocks per multiplication and executing 366 PROCEEDINGS OF THE FEDCSIS. POZNAŃ, 2018 Improvements were implemented incrementally. Every next design contains improvement from previous versions. Table  IV compares results of constructed modules. The last column contains compilation data for Stratix IV GX530, used to check throughput of initial design. This one is much bigger than the low cost Cyclone V and can be used in practice to factorize numbers in GNFS. Achieved results are 3.72 times better than at the beginning. The total number of sieved curves is the highest one from reported in literature.
V. CONCLUSIONS
An improved hardware architecture for factoring integers has been presented. Careful analysis of algorithm and hardware design lead to architectural changes resulting 3.72 times faster device. The most efficient was the change of multiplication algorithm, which reduced almost half of the total number of computations. Additional temporary registers may be more significant for total computation time if the base of memory was not increased and memory operations will still take almost four times more. With all improvements combined, the fastest architecture is obtained.
Recently Intel introduced new more powerful devices called Stratix 10. Further works will adapt described design for new devices. Preliminary simulations shows around 180 thousands curves per second for one of the biggest devices from the new family.
